Abstract: This article provides a picture of the latest developments in providing BIM-based tools for construction and demolition waste (CDW) management. The coverage and breadth of the literature on offering BIM-based tools and technologies for dealing with CDW throughout the whole life cycle of construction are investigated, and gaps are identified. Findings reveal that, although various BIM-based technologies are closely associated with CDW, much of the existing research on this area has focused on the design and construction phase; indeed, the problem of CDW in post-construction stages has received scant attention. Besides, the now available tools and technologies are lacking in cross-phase insights into project waste aspects and are weak in theoretical rigor. This article contributes to the field by identifying the intellectual deficiencies in offering BIM-based tools and technologies when dealing with CDW. So, too, it points to major priorities for future research on the topic. For practitioners, the study provides a point of reference and raises awareness in the field about the most advanced available BIM-based technologies for dealing with CDW problems.
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1. Introduction

Construction and demolition waste (CDW) is generated during construction, renovation and retrofitting, and eventually in demolition [1]. A large volume of CDW is generated because of various reasons like improper methods of handling materials [2,3], poor design quality [4,5], conventional methods of operation [6], change of work and reworks [7], among other things. As a result, every year a huge mass of CDW is generated. The portion of CDW among the whole solid waste varies in different countries: England, 32%; Australia, 20–30%; United States, 20–29%; Canada, 27%; and Brazil, 50% [8]. Regardless of its quantity, CDW causes devastating environmental effects, including soil and water pollution, along with the overconsumption of natural resources [9,10]. In addition, the landfill levies and the costs of waste handling and transportation directly increase the total price of construction projects, hitting the bottom line of construction companies [11–13]. In order to tackle these problems, waste minimization regulations are promoted [14,15], and all key stakeholders, including architects, engineers, and construction managers, are expected to play an active role in managing CDW [6]. These remedial solutions—based on a change of regulations and the enforcement of policies—have been only partially influential in some jurisdictions, with little sustained impact [16,17]. The construction industry, therefore, needs to take additional measures; there is a need for a major transition across the industry, where construction procedures and techniques are enhanced and improved through technological innovations, to be more efficient and generate less waste [18].
In recent years, Building Information Modelling (BIM) has emerged as an effective construction methodology, which improves many aspects of delivering projects and offers remedial solutions to the polemic problems associated with construction activities [19]. Anecdotal evidence touts BIM as the future of the construction industry, which offers a major means toward making construction projects sustainable [20]. Technologies associated with BIM can be used to: manage and optimize CDW at the end-of-life of projects in deconstructing buildings [21]; act as a design optimization tool to reduce the generated waste during construction; and assist in optimizing the size of building elements [22]. Additionally, BIM can be used in: estimating the amount of waste generation; developing CDW management plans; choosing the most efficient disposal sites [23]; synthesizing information about the whole construction life cycle [24]; and even assessing environmental dimensions in disassembling and reusing building components at the end-of-life point [21,25]. Data-rich models of BIM are used for organizing just-in-time arrival of equipment, materials and labor by integrating information about material resources and geometry with cost and schedule data [26]. Furthermore, BIM minimizes the impacts of wasteful processes across the life cycle of projects [27,28]. Evidence shows that integrating BIM only at the design phase can result in reducing CDW by up to 2% [22]. According to some sources, CDW prevention can be as high as 4.3–15.2% CDW [5].

Given the various benefits of BIM, as discussed, there is a growing body of research on the role of BIM in managing CDW [29]. The now available body of knowledge on the topic, however, represents a scattered and isolated domain, which lacks cohesiveness; it targets various stages of projects in isolation [19]. That is, some researchers have focused on the use of BIM as a decision-making tool for CDW management in the design phase [30]. Others have targeted the construction phase, to avoid waste through enhancing construction crews’ performance, improving process flow efficiency, and reducing rework. Researchers have also focused on: clash detection; site utilization planning; digital prefabrication; 3D controlling and planning; and quantity take-off [31,32]. By treating the operation and end-of-life phases as disconnected from the rest, another group of studies has explored alternative effective designs for deconstruction. Another group of research studies have analyzed and simulated various end-of-life scenarios, have proposed solutions for operating buildings efficiently, and have offered procedures for recognizing recoverable materials and enhancing collaboration among stakeholders [21,28,33]. This lack of a cohesive and inclusive picture of research efforts leads to confusion in identifying priorities and exacerbates the risk of pivotal areas being overlooked [34,35]. Rigorous critical review studies are warranted when the body of existing research on a topic is scattered [36].

There are few review studies that cover BIM for waste management: Salihi [37], and Won and Cheng [27], synthesized the available literature on the benefits of using BIM. Gupta et al. [38] reviewed BIM-based strategies and tools for minimizing CDW. The potential of BIM for improving existing practices was described as functionalist/technology-centered, which is enabled predominantly by technology [19,39]. Managing CDW by BIM is therefore enabled by the technology dimension of BIM. Nevertheless, there is no review on BIM-related technology, software, techniques, algorithms and add-ins that can be used for managing CDW. Many studies exist on the benefits of various technologies. These studies, however, focus on one specific technology through a narrow lens to provide targeted solutions for isolated problems. This presents researchers with a major problem, as discussed below.

Although individual point solutions to address specific problems are currently provided, defining future inquiries relies on the availability of a satellite view of the landscape of research on the topic; gaps need to be identified from a broad perspective so as to plan future inquiries that address them. To date, the field can be described as one in which individual trees are being explored, while a broad picture of the forest is much needed. This article is an attempt to address this problem and bridge this gap; it aims at answering the following research question:
“What are the major BIM-based technological innovations for managing waste across the life cycle of a project?”

Concomitant objectives are formulated to provide a picture of the potential of BIM for CDW reduction throughout the whole life cycle of construction projects with a bias toward the technological aspects of BIM. This article contributes to the field by offering novel insights into the latest BIM-based developments in using technology for waste management. As the first attempt toward surveying the technology dimension of BIM in managing CDW, this article reveals the gaps and points to future areas where further research is needed. For practitioners, this article provides a point of reference to identify the latest developments in the field; discussions will raise awareness about the available BIM-based technologies for managing CDW in construction projects.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. First, an overall background to the issue of CDW is presented, to set the scene and showcase the significance of using BIM to address the problem. The methods section offers a summary of various research tools and techniques for retrieving related studies and analyzing the data. The section that follows provides a descriptive analysis of the landscape of available research on the topic, where analysis of the content offers insight into the existing gaps and identifies fertile ground for further research. Discussions provide recommendations for future researchers. The paper concludes by offering broad perspectives and acknowledging the limitations of the study.

2. Contextual Background

The construction industry is one of the largest in the world economy [40,41]. On a global scale, construction-related spending accounts for 13% of the world’s gross domestic product (GDP). The total annual revenue of the sector is estimated to be around USD 10 trillion and is predicted to rise to USD 14 trillion by 2025 [40]. The construction industry is also notorious for generating large amounts of waste [22]. During 2017–2018, 569 million metric tons of CDW were collected in the US, 45 million metric tons in Brazil, and 20.4 million metric tons in Australia, of which approximately 66% was recycled. In China, however, approximately 1.8 billion Mt of CDW is generated annually, and yet, the recycling rate is a mere 5% [42]. Wasting building materials is synonymous with wasting large amounts of embedded energy—also termed embodied energy. That is, the entire energy expenditure associated with the extraction, shipment, process, and on-site assembly of materials during their expected life cycle will be wasted [43]. So, too, CDW generation imposes extra costs on projects, alongside environmental problems [44]. To tackle the various problems caused by the sizable amount of CDW, the construction industry has taken a wide range of approaches, including enforcing policies, intensifying quality control and adopting technological innovations [45].

Among available policies, the European Commission has released several guidelines to increase the amount of reusable and recyclable materials extracted from the demolition of buildings or infrastructure projects [46]. The document, titled “The site waste management plans regulations 2008”, enforced in the UK is another example, which informs attempts to reduce, reuse and recycle construction waste [47]. There are similar incentives to reduce the amount of waste streams to landfills and deal with illegal dumping in Australia [48,49]. Construction companies use a wide range of strategies and techniques to fulfill the requirements of these policies and legislations [42]. These can be categorized under the well-known 3-Rs approach. To reduce generation or prevention is the most effective strategy to manage waste, with the least resources needed and the lowest adverse impacts [27,50]. Reuse of the used materials and components for the same function, directly and without any change, is the second most desirable approach [51,52]. Reuse is superior to recycling in terms of saving resources and lowering costs with fewer negative impacts [27]. To recycle is the least desired alternative, where waste reduction and reuse are not viable options. This strategy typically entails sorting, cleaning, treating and remounting CDW [27,50].
Various strategies and methods are being implemented in the construction industry to achieve the objectives of the 3 Rs in managing CDW [38]. These include: waste measurement and prediction [53]; designing for deconstruction (DfD) [54]; site waste management planning [55]; prefabrication and off-site construction [56]; incentives and tax relief [57]; just-in-time delivery (JIT) [58]; alternative packaging [59]; and improving supply chain collaboration [60]. Reaping the full potential of these approaches in real-life projects, however, heavily relies on the use of effective technological innovations that facilitate these approaches through the digitalization of processes [18,38,45]. This is discussed next.

2.1. The Use of BIM for Construction and Waste Management

Many technological innovations, including mechanical sorting equipment, artificial intelligence, radio-frequency identification (RFID), bar code systems, geographical information system (GIS), and image processing techniques have been used to address various dimensions of waste management [61,62]. Of these, BIM is touted as the pivotal element of the system, which facilitates the integration of a coalescence of various technologies [18]. The different applications of BIM associated with waste management are well documented in the literature, of which the major ones are illustrated in Figure 1.

Research shows that using BIM can reduce the cost of CDW management by up to 57%, compared with conventional CDW management methods [13]. There is also evidence indicating that BIM increases accuracy in quantifying waste, and determines the causes of waste. The use of BIM assists practitioners in making decisions about waste management, considering taxes, cost of transportation, landfill levies and timing of CDW generation, in integration with the project schedule and cost data [12,63,64]. Besides, BIM reduces rework and waste generation through clash detection, design validation and design review procedures, which can reduce the amount of waste by 15%, as stated by Won, Cheng and Lee [5]. Within the design stage, BIM facilitates the visual review of reusable or recyclable materials and products, to increase the rate of reuse and recovery [27]. BIM tools can also help to determine the potential deconstructability of a building during its design [25,65]. In addition, the data extracted from BIM can facilitate the process of fabrication, and catalyze the use of prefabricated components in lieu of cast-in-place ones [44,66], where just the concrete waste can be reduced by up to 70% [67]. Moreover, BIM improves and optimizes design to minimize the waste generated by the trim-cutting of components, rebar, or boarding sheets [22,68,69], and assists in the planning of concrete tasks with minimal waste of
concrete [70]. Design for deconstruction (DfD) is another benefit of BIM by changing the design and offering the possibility of deconstruction instead of demolition—such as using joints instead of welding elements in steel structures [21,33]. BIM also acts as the single source of data to be shared among all project stakeholders, offering benefits such as the prevention of waste, which can be generated due to a lack of information and poor coordination [71]. BIM-based site planning can facilitate the handling of materials/components and reduce waste by avoiding layout errors and wasteful shipment [27], classifying all reused and recycled materials, and making plans for moving the usable materials [44]. BIM benefits the demolition/deconstruction of a building by the determination of the type and place of waste, and quantifying the recyclable or reusable waste [72]. So, too, BIM can be linked to a bank of reusable and recyclable materials/components to design a building according to available elements or components in the stock [52]. It assists stakeholders with access to a building that acts as a material and component bank [73]. BIM-based scheduling helps CDW management by the just-in-time delivery of materials/components, to avoid the long-term storage of materials and the ensuing waste [27].

2.2. Previous Review Studies

These are several review studies in the field. Of these, Ahankoob, et al. [74] conducted a review on the potential of BIM in addressing a list of the causes of waste. Likewise, Rajendran and Gomez [66] conducted a literature review on the advantages of using BIM for “designing out waste”, representing opportunities for waste reduction at the initial stages of projects, with scant attention paid to the technical aspects of BIM and tools that play a key role in achieving the benefits. Similarly, the benefits of using structural BIM models for reducing waste were studied by Salihi [37], citing several capabilities of BIM in minimizing waste, and presenting a list of BIM-driven features for CDW reduction, with no attention to BIM tools. Won and Cheng [27], too, conducted a literature review on the potential capabilities of BIM in minimizing CDW, with limited attention to BIM-based tools and the technological innovations pertinent to CDW management. As for Akinade, et al. [75], the authors presented a BIM-based framework through a literature review, based on which they argued that available CDW tools are not effective enough to manage CDW.

In a review study by Gupta, Jha and Vyas [38], CDW management strategies and tools for the planning and designing phase were surveyed and classified into two groups of BIM-based ones and non-BIM-based ones. Besides this, the drawbacks of three BIM-based tools were discussed, with reference to the three concepts of the “Design-out Waste Tool for Buildings (DoWT-B), Demolition and Renovation Waste Estimation (DRWE), and BIM-based Deconstructability Assessment Score (BIM-DAS)”. The study by Gupta, Jha and Vyas [38] represents the closest available one in presenting a picture of the BIM-related tools landscape for CDW management. Despite its value, overlooking BIM-related tools beyond the design stage is one drawback of the analyses provided by Gupta, Jha and Vyas [38] that warrants further research.

In summary, although the now available review studies focus on the applications of BIM for CDW management from various perspectives, none provides a picture of the landscape of the field in terms of the available BIM-related tools. This stands in contrast to the fact that the propensity of BIM for improving CDW in projects almost entirely lies in the power of its various technological elements [19,22].

3. Research Methods

3.1. Scoping Review

A scoping review was chosen as the approach that would inform the research design of this article. A scoping review is an ideal method for focusing on the breadth of coverage of the literature available on a topic, rather than assessing the quality or depth of the existing literature [76]. This was in line with the objectives of the study, namely, to offer a preliminary investigation into the range and nature of existing evidence, to facilitate the formulation of future research studies on the topic [76,77]. Though scoping reviews
initially emerged in medical science, it is currently an acceptable technique in construction research [78,79].

3.2. Data Extraction

For identifying any existing studies on the integration between BIM tools and CDW, several databases can be used: Web of Science, Scopus and Google Scholar. The Scopus database and Web of Science were selected, since these databases collectively provide access to the most comprehensive data available [80]. The keywords of “waste”, “building information modeling” and “Building information modeling” are used, covering various styles of spelling, following the search strings in previous studies to retrieve BIM-related publications [19]. These keywords were applied within the titles, abstracts, and keywords of papers. The last update of running the search was on 30 August 2020, with no time limitation applied. From this search for relevant papers, 232 (from Scopus) and 73 (Web of Science) were obtained by using the keywords (see Figure 2).

To facilitate the selection of related papers, “EPPI-Reviewer” was used, which is a tool for managing and analyzing data for research synthesis purposes. Besides this capability, this web-based application manages references, stores PDF files, removes any duplications and provides digital forms for extracting review data [81]. As illustrated in Figure 2, references from Scopus and Web of Science were imported to the program. The EPPI-Reviewer helped to identify and remove 64 duplicated papers. Afterward, 241 articles were filtered after screening their titles and abstracts. For tightening the scope, several criteria were used to reduce the number of papers. Studies had to be related to solid construction waste, hence those related to other types of waste—like oil and gas waste, water waste, or information waste—were excluded. Studies devoted to waste without using BIM were excluded. Papers that provided a theoretical framework of how BIM can help CDW management without introducing a tool were also excluded. These conditions were set in EPPI-Reviewer as the “exclude” and “include” child codes in the code set of “Screen on Full Text”. The criteria were used for setting up the screening coding tool in EPPI-Reviewer, as a result of which 92 papers were selected, providing the source of data for the next round of reviewing. To make sure that all related studies were included, references and citations of selected papers were explored too, yet no paper was added to the list.

As illustrated in Figure 3, 92 studies related to BIM and CDW were identified. These were screened to select only those that introduced a workable BIM-based API or algorithm for CDW management. Out of 92, 75 did not meet these conditions and were excluded,
while 17 were found to be closely aligned with the criteria and were retained for further detailed analyses (see Figures 2 and 3), as discussed next.

Figure 3. Data screening process and typology of papers.

4. Findings and Discussions

4.1. Classification of Studies

This review approach is recognized as inductive, hence, “open coding” was utilized. Any relevant information was coded line-by-line to consider every possible piece of information, along with metadata, like geographical source and publication type [82]. Other data that were coded included the phases of the life cycle, outcome, and various tools. Geographical sources were determined according to the institutional origin of the first author, following the approach taken by Gradeci and Labonnote [83]. The type of software for BIM modeling—Revit, Archicad, etc.—was included too. The nature of the output of studies was categorized into concept, proof of concept (PoC), idea, and prototype, as tabulated in Table 1.

All applied strategies of studies were classified according to the analysis or related strategies of the 3 Rs—reduce, reuse and recycle. Analysis strategies were considered as the initial measures for CDW management during the design stage, such as designing for deconstruction (DfD); calculation and prediction of the amount of waste; prediction of the impacts of waste on the environment; deconstructability assessment of a building; and methods for improving the process of demolition or deconstruction of a building. The phases of the life cycle were grouped into design, construction, operation and end-of-life [89,90], summarized in the form of a T-matrix diagram [91], as tabulated in Table 2. Studies were divided according to two classifications: (1) the life cycle of a construction project (2) analysis or the 3-Rs strategies (Table 2).

4.2. Descriptive Analysis

As illustrated in Figure 4, only 7% of the publications related to BIM and CDW (17 out of 241 papers) have focused on developing BIM-based tools for managing CDW. The annual trend of publications on BIM-based tools for managing CDW—Figure 4—illustrates an increase in recent years, while the largest number of publications on the topic was in 2019 [19]. This represents a gap in the BIM body of knowledge, warranting further research into introducing new BIM-based methods and techniques for managing CDW, or developing technological innovations and tools to support and revolutionize the existing methods.
Table 1. General overview of the details of available studies on BIM-based tools for CDW management.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Tools</th>
<th>Focus</th>
<th>Major Software</th>
<th>Material</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Guerra, et al. [84]</td>
<td>Proof of concept</td>
<td>Algorithm of quantification</td>
<td>Construction waste estimation</td>
<td>Cloud-based software named Assemble</td>
<td>Concrete and gypsum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Xu, et al. [85]</td>
<td>Proof of concept</td>
<td>Algorithm of quantification</td>
<td>Demolition waste estimation</td>
<td>Autodesk Revit</td>
<td>Soil, brick, concrete, cement, lime, mortar, steel, ceramic tile, paint, polymer coating, plastic, wood, paper, asphalt, and plaster.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Jalaei, Zoghi and Khoshand [44]</td>
<td>Proof of concept</td>
<td>BIM API</td>
<td>Calculation of maintenance and construction waste</td>
<td>Autodesk Revit and Navisworks</td>
<td>All materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Akinade and Oyedele [86]</td>
<td>Proof of concept</td>
<td>BIM API</td>
<td>Demolition waste prediction</td>
<td>Autodesk Revit</td>
<td>Binders, bricks, concrete, gypsum, hazardous, inert, insulation, metals, mixed, packaging, plastics, timber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Kim, Hong, Park and Cha [63]</td>
<td>Proof of concept</td>
<td>Algorithm of quantification</td>
<td>Designing for deconstruction</td>
<td>Archicad</td>
<td>Brick, block, concrete, metal, wood, glass, synthetic resin (e.g., plastic components)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Cai and Waldmann [52]</td>
<td>Concept</td>
<td>BIM-based bank of material &amp; component waste</td>
<td>Evaluating material for reusing or recycling</td>
<td>Not mentioned</td>
<td>All materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Bakchan, Faust and Leite [70]</td>
<td>Proof of concept</td>
<td>Framework of BIM-based estimation</td>
<td>Construction waste estimation and planning for reuse</td>
<td>Autodesk Revit</td>
<td>Concrete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Bertin, et al. [87]</td>
<td>Proof of concept</td>
<td>BIM API for bank of material and component waste</td>
<td>Reuse planning</td>
<td>Autodesk Revit</td>
<td>Concrete, steel, timber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Cheng and Ma [12]</td>
<td>Proof of concept</td>
<td>BIM API</td>
<td>Estimation and planning of waste</td>
<td>Autodesk Revit</td>
<td>Concrete, glass, wood, drywall, masonry-brick, metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ge, Livesey, Wang, Huang, He and Zhang [72]</td>
<td>Proof of concept</td>
<td>BIM API</td>
<td>Reuse and recycle planning</td>
<td>Autodesk Revit</td>
<td>All materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Akinade, Oyedele, Bilal, Ajayi, Owolabi, Alaka and Bello [25]</td>
<td>Proof of concept</td>
<td>BIM-based deconstructability assessment system, designing for deconstruction</td>
<td>Not mentioned</td>
<td>Autodesk Revit</td>
<td>Steel, wood, concrete, pile, paint, plaster, glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Won, Cheng and Lee [5]</td>
<td>Proof of concept</td>
<td>BIM-based design validation</td>
<td>Detect design error</td>
<td>Archicad, Autodesk Revit</td>
<td>Concrete, metal, finishes, plastic, and stone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Liu, Singh, Lu, Boufouguene and Al-Hussein [69]</td>
<td>Concept</td>
<td>BIM API for design optimization</td>
<td>Design optimization</td>
<td>Autodesk Revit</td>
<td>Wood, Gypsum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Porwal and Hewage [68]</td>
<td>Proof of concept</td>
<td>Algorithm of waste rebar optimization</td>
<td>Rebar trim-loss optimization</td>
<td>Autodesk Revit</td>
<td>Steel/rebar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Lu, Webster, Chen, Zhang and Chen [30]</td>
<td>Proof of concept</td>
<td>BIM API</td>
<td>Construction and design waste estimation</td>
<td>Autodesk Revit</td>
<td>All materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Guerra, et al. [88]</td>
<td>Proof of concept</td>
<td>Algorithm for estimation of reuse and recycle</td>
<td>Calculation of the amount of reused and recycled concrete and drywall</td>
<td>Not mentioned</td>
<td>Concrete and gypsum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Basta, Serror and Marzouk [65]</td>
<td>Proof of concept</td>
<td>BIM API</td>
<td>Calculation of deconstructability score</td>
<td>Autodesk Revit, Dynamo</td>
<td>Steel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. CDW BIM-based tools (the analysis or the 3-Rs strategies; and implementation stages in the life cycle of projects).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analysis</th>
<th>✓</th>
<th>✓</th>
<th>✓</th>
<th>✓</th>
<th>✓</th>
<th>✓</th>
<th>✓</th>
<th>✓</th>
<th>✓</th>
<th>✓</th>
<th>✓</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 R's</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduce</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reuse</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recycle</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>[84]</td>
<td>[85]</td>
<td>[44]</td>
<td>[86]</td>
<td>[63]</td>
<td>[52]</td>
<td>[70]</td>
<td>[87]</td>
<td>[12]</td>
<td>[72]</td>
<td>[25]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operation</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End-of-Life</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4. The trend of published articles on CDW BIM-based tools.

Figure 5. The distribution of published papers.

As Table 3 illustrates, the majority of journal articles on the topic are in journals related to the generic aspects of waste management and sustainability, rather than traditional outlets of construction management. Except for “Automation in Construction”, none of the typical outlets of construction management have published papers related to the use of
BIM technology for managing waste. This reveals a perceived misalignment between the aims and objectives of outlets of the field, and the priorities of common research studies on the topic.

Table 3. Journals publishing regarding CDW BIM-based tools.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Journals</th>
<th>Impact Factor *</th>
<th>CiteScore *</th>
<th>H-index *</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Waste Management</td>
<td>7.145</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automation in Construction</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal of Cleaner production</td>
<td>9.297</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resources, Conservation &amp; Recycling</td>
<td>10.204</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waste Management &amp; Research</td>
<td>3.549</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clean Technologies and Environmental Policy</td>
<td>3.636</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Journal of Construction Management</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sustainability</td>
<td>3.251</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visualization in Engineering</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renewable &amp; Sustainable Energy Reviews</td>
<td>14.982</td>
<td>30.5</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal of Construction Engineering and Management</td>
<td>3.951</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* For 2020, extracted from the journal homepages.

Table 4 illustrates a conspicuous lack of research at the intersection of operation and end-of-life stages of projects, where the field has not considered adopting strategies in these stages (0 to 6%). In fact, the 3 Rs have not been the basis of developing BIM-based technologies to address the problem of CDW at the operation and end-of-life stages, representing a disregard for the waste generated in the renovation and refurbishment of projects, or during the operation or maintenance of projects.

Table 4. Weights (N/%) of studies in each category.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stages of Lifecycle</th>
<th>Analysis</th>
<th>Reduce</th>
<th>Reuse</th>
<th>Recycle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Design</td>
<td>N = 7</td>
<td>N = 4</td>
<td>N = 2</td>
<td>N = 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>N = 4</td>
<td>N = 1</td>
<td>N = 3</td>
<td>N = 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operation</td>
<td>N = 1</td>
<td>N = 0</td>
<td>N = 0</td>
<td>N = 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End-of-Life</td>
<td>N = 3</td>
<td>N = 0</td>
<td>N = 1</td>
<td>N = 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Moreover, as illustrated in Figure 6, most BIM technologies have been developed with the purpose of analyzing CDW, rather than applying the 3 Rs. Recycling among the 3 Rs has received scant attention in developing BIM-based technologies for managing CDW.

As for various stages of projects, the focus has been on the design stage, whereas the operation stage has received scant attention, as illustrated in Figure 7.

That is, existing BIM-based technologies developed for managing CDW at various stages of projects have overlooked the significance of operation and maintenance. This stands in stark contrast to the fact that operation and maintenance are the longest phases of the project life cycle, representing the phases in which the largest share of costs are spent. This is understandable, as, despite the intrinsic synergy that exists between BIM and facility
management (FM), outright coalescence between BIM and FM remains a problem to be addressed through future research [92].

![Bar chart showing percentages of papers devoted to analysis or the 3 R's strategies.](image)

**Figure 6.** Percentages of papers devoted to analysis or the 3 R’s strategies.

![Bar chart showing percentages of papers devoted to various stages of the life cycle of construction projects.](image)

**Figure 7.** Percentages of papers devoted to various stages of the life cycle of construction projects.

4.3. **Analysis of Contents**

What follows provides an analysis of the content of studies that fall within each category, according to the classification proposed in the present study.

4.3.1. **“Analysis” of BIM-Based Technologies**

Of the 17 papers concerning BIM-based technological innovations, 11 (or 65%) focused on the analysis approach (see Figure 6). Studies in this group have proposed BIM-driven techniques for: design for deconstruction (DFD) [44]; calculation and prediction of CDW [12,30,63,70,84,86]; prediction of the impacts of CDW on the environment [85]; deconstructability assessment of a building [25,65]; and improving the demolition or deconstruction process [72].

4.3.2. **Technologies Developed for ‘3 Rs’**

As illustrated in Figure 6, 24% of papers have targeted the “reduce” strategy. These published papers have focused on BIM-based design validation [5,30], and methods of minimization of the trim loss of materials [68,69]. Four papers discussed the reuse strategy for BIM-based CDW management. These papers developed BIM tools to create a bank of reusable material/components [52], support design from reusable components [87], and reuse one type of material such as waste concrete [70,88]. The “recycle” strategy was commonly associated with a bank of recyclable materials to be updated across the entire life cycle of a facility [52], or focused on the estimation of one recycled material, like gypsum or concrete [88].
4.4. Stages of Life Cycle

As for “life cycle”, twelve papers (71%) focused on “design”, followed by “construction” at 35%. Fewer papers considered “end-of-life” (24%), followed by “operation”, with just one paper.

Papers that focused on developing tools for the design stage were about design for deconstruction (DfD) [44]; the estimation of CDW [12,30,63,86]; the deconstructability assessment of a building [25,65]; design validation [5,30]; design optimization [68,69]; a bank of reusable and recyclable materials and components [52]; and design from reusable components [87].

The specific attention to design can be justified, given that the significant impacts of design on waste generation are well documented in the literature [4,93]. That is, 33% of on-site construction waste is due to a lack of attention to waste reduction in the design phase [4,66,94].

Most of the papers allocated to construction provide methods of construction waste estimation, including calculation techniques for just one type of material waste, such as concrete [70,84], gypsum [84], or a combination of various types of material within the construction process [30,44]. The other techniques in this category include: BIM-based material and components bank for reusing or recycling [52]; planning for reusing—one type of material such as waste concrete—according to project scheduling with BIM [70]; calculation algorithms for on-site reused concrete and recycled gypsum or concrete [88]; and determining the main sources of construction waste, making decisions for the reconsideration of methods or redesign of components to reduce the amount of waste generation in construction [30].

Lack of attention to BIM for the minimization of CDW in operation and maintenance can be justified in view of the lack of integration between BIM and operation activities [92]. As argued by Won and Cheng [27], the use of BIM in the operation phase cannot significantly affect the amount of CDW, compared to other phases like design or construction.

Papers that discussed end-of-life provided technologies to assess the impacts of waste on the environment [44,85], and improve the demolition or deconstruction processes by making a plan according to the type of the material, place and quantity involved [72]. BIM can also be used in this stage for developing a bank of reusable and recyclable materials/components. Besides, a plan for extracting more reusable or recyclable material is another application of BIM in this phase [52].

4.5. Technologies for “Analysis” or the “3 Rs” across Each Stage of the Life Cycle

As illustrated in Table 4, existing technologies and methods focus on strategies (“analysis” or the “3 Rs”) and stages of the life cycle, a description of the content of each category follows.

4.5.1. Design—Analysis

Most studies developed tools and techniques to predict the amount of waste. Akinade and Oyedele [86], for example, developed a BIM model to predict the amount of construction waste in design by using two predictors of “gross floor area” and “type of construction”. This model came as a BIM API, which was provided by integrating the “Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference System” (ANFIS) and BIM. Lu, Webster, Chen, Zhang and Chen [30] developed a BIM API to compute the waste generated in design and construction, to facilitate making decisions with the aim of minimizing waste. This method used the predefined rate of waste for any type of material. Kim, Hong, Park and Cha [63] calculated the waste volume, according to the type of material and components, in the design stage by using a BIM-based framework. This method calculates waste by using the Korean waste factor. Another demolition waste calculation method was introduced by Cheng and Ma [12]. They developed a BIM API in Revit to predict and calculate the demolition and renovation waste, landfill levies, and the number of trucks for the transportation
of waste, according to the type of materials and components, by using a table of material waste factors and user input.

Only one study focused on DfD approaches: Jalaei, Zoghi and Khoshand [44] represented DfD according to the types of materials, types of elements and the life span of elements. They worked on a steel structure, and converted welded joints to bolts, to facilitate the extraction of components at the end-of-life. Besides this, they recommended replacing in-cast elements with prefabricated components to reduce waste. Other researchers in this group considered the deconstructability assessment of a facility. Akinade, Oyedele, Bilal, Ajayi, Owolabi, Alaka and Bello [25] calculated a BIM-based deconstructability assessment score (BIM-DAS) as an indicator to determine the potential deconstructability of a building in the design stage. This was offered in the form of a sum of deconstructability score (DSCORE) and recovery score (RSCORE), where DSCORE determines the potential of elements to be disassembled, and RSCORE demonstrates the potential of materials to be reused or recycled. Their model merely considered design to predict the reusability or recyclability of concrete, timber and steel structures. Likewise, Basta, Serror and Marzouk [65] developed a method for assessing the deconstructability of steel structures, which automatically worked for scoring several steel parameters in terms of being deconstructed.

4.5.2. Design—3 Rs

Of the four articles associated with reducing the amount of waste at the design stage, two considered BIM-based design validation [5,30], and others proposed various methods of minimization for the trim loss of materials [68,69].

Won, Cheng and Lee [5] estimated the amount of waste that can be prevented in two construction projects in South Korea, where the amount of prevented waste was up to 4.3–15.2% of the construction waste, compared against conventional design methods. Lu, Webster, Chen, Zhang and Chen [30] considered the amount of waste generation for each component in the design stage to find out which design options generated the largest share of waste, to facilitate making decisions about the redesign of that component to reduce waste. As for trim loss minimization, Porwal and Hewage [68] introduced an algorithm and used BIM as a communication tool for transferring information. They also offered a simulation tool to compare outcomes, make cost-effective decisions and change the design to reduce rebar waste. Another research focusing on the optimization of material waste was conducted by Liu, Singh, Lu, Bouferguene and Al-Hussein [69] in which a BIM-based approach for the automatic design boarding of a layout was developed to plan various alternatives of material sheet cutting, with the purpose of minimizing waste. This system is based on trades’ know-how and rule-based design algorithms, using Autodesk Revit API as a BIM platform.

The reuse of materials and components in the design stage was addressed through developing tools and methods for providing a bank of reusable material and components [52], and design from reusable components [87]. Bertin, Mesnil, Jaeger, Feraille and Le Roy [87] proposed a methodology to design a building from reusable load-bearing elements in the stock. Finite element software was used to find a reusable load-bearing element. Their method included choosing elements from the stock of pre-demolition building and using finite element software to assess elements in terms of loading. Cai and Waldmann [52] proposed a bank of materials and components to manage reusing components and the recycling of materials, even constructing a whole project from an old building by using the BIM platform. Only one paper focused on recycling in the design phase; that is, Cai and Waldmann [52] presented a BIM-based bank of recyclable materials for design purposes, considering the waste that might be generated throughout the whole life cycle of a project.

4.5.3. Construction—Analysis

Published papers in this group mostly target the estimation of waste generated during construction. This includes focusing on the calculation techniques for just one type of
material waste, such as concrete waste [70,84] or gypsum [84], or papers that focused on all
types of materials [30,44].

As for techniques for calculating one type of waste material, Bakchan, Faust and
Leite [70] provided a method for the automatic estimation of concrete waste and the
disposal costs, and allocated waste bins in construction sites, similar to the techniques
provided by Guerra, Bakchan, Leite and Faust [84]. The amount of waste (concrete or
gypsum) was defined as the difference between the total amount of used materials and
purchased ones, retrieved from a BIM model.

Regarding the estimation of construction waste, Lu, Webster, Chen, Zhang and
Chen [30] quantified construction waste by the multiplication of the number of com-
ponents and the waste generation factor retrieved from a BIM-based database. Jalaei, Zoghi
and Khoshand [44] also calculated the construction waste by using the waste coefficients
provided by the Athena software. These coefficients were related to the types of materials
and their function.

4.5.4. Construction—The 3 Rs

The possibility of reducing waste within construction processes was represented
in just one published paper, where, after the calculation of waste in construction, data
were archived in a BIM model. Designers could review the results and recognize the
large amount of generated waste in various activities, in order to make decisions, for
reconsidering their methods, or optimizing the design of components. This leads to a
reduction of the generated waste within construction [30].

There are three published papers concerning the reuse strategy in construction. Tech-
niques provided in this category include BIM-based material and component banks for
reusing [52], and making plans for reusing just one type of material, such as waste con-
crete [70,88].

Cai and Waldmann [52] introduced a material and component bank that can be linked
to BIM and manage the reuse of materials and components. At the construction phase, the
proposed bank asks BIM models when and where the material and components will be
required. BIM models also provide information about available materials and components
for reuse. Reusable materials and components can be reused within the construction
process at the required place and time. As for reusing concrete waste, Bakchan, Faust
and Leite [70] provided the opportunity of reusing the concrete waste as backfill by using
a project schedule retrieved from a BIM model. Likewise, Guerra, Leite and Faust [88]
proposed an algorithm for calculating the amount of on-site reused concrete. This algorithm
was integrated with 4D-BIM to seek the possible opportunity of reusing waste.

There exist two papers that used the “recycle” strategy in the construction stage,
including a bank of recyclable materials [52] and making plans for using just one type of
recycled materials, such as waste concrete or gypsum [88].

The bank of materials and components introduced by Cai and Waldmann [52] provides
the opportunity of using recyclable material. In addition, the algorithm introduced by
Guerra, Leite and Faust [88] estimated the drywall waste for analyzing the possibility of
off-site recycling, using 4D-BIM models.

4.5.5. Operation—Analysis

The only paper that belongs to this category is by Jalaei, Zoghi and Khoshand [44],
wherein the waste of maintenance was calculated according to a life span of 7 to 20 years
for several elements of a building, such as “facility waste, windows, doors, etc.”.

4.5.6. End-of-Life—Analysis

Papers in this category mostly considered the method of the estimation of waste,
to provide proper data to assess the impact of the waste on the environment [44,85], or
improve the demolition or deconstruction processes [72].
Ge et al. [72] proposed a framework for calculating reusable or recyclable materials and a plan for deconstruction by using as-built BIM models and existing documents. According to this framework, the type of materials, as well as the place and quantity of them, were determined. This framework can also provide the required time and labor hours for demolition. The information provided by this BIM model included the stages of the demolition process, places of waste in the building model, and the possible amount of waste.

Xu, Shi, Xie and Zhao [85] studied BIM-based systems for the calculation of waste and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions at the end-of-life of a facility. They proposed suggestions for recycling or landfilling the material, according to GHG emissions, in order to minimize the total amount of GHG. Jalaei, Zoghi and Khoshand [44] offered a method to calculate the waste generated during a facility’s life span. An add-in BIM tool estimated the amount of waste to be used in life-cycle assessment (LCA), with the aim of reducing the waste and environmental impacts. The authors highlighted the crucial role of BIM in reducing waste throughout the entire life cycle of construction, including at the end-of-life stage.

4.5.7. End-of-Life—The 3 Rs

There is one research study in both groups of “end-of-life” and “reuse and recycle”. As discussed, Cai and Waldmann [52] developed a bank for reusable and recyclable building materials and components by using BIM, to provide a plan for the deconstruction of structures. This was to maximize the extraction of reusable or recyclable materials and components.

5. Discussion and Conclusions

It stands to reason, then, that BIM is seen as the panacea to address many cited challenges in construction projects [18]. So, too, BIM is touted as a major solution to deal with the sizeable amount of CDW generated in the construction industry [21]. The remedial solutions offered by BIM are precipitated by the multifaceted capabilities of BIM in handling data and information. This for the most part relies on various computing features of the BIM technology [95]. Although previous review studies have provided a broad overview of the associations between BIM and CDW, this study stands out in providing a clear picture of the landscape of research allocated to offering the tools and technological capabilities of BIM in addressing waste-related issues. This study contributes to the field by identifying the intellectual deficiencies in offering BIM-based tools and technologies in dealing with CDW. Our findings also reveal the priorities for defining future research on the topic. That is, although various BIM-based technologies are closely associated with CDW, few studies in the relatively sizeable BIM-related literature have offered workable technologies that can benefit from BIM capabilities in addressing the devastating impacts of CDW. Besides this, the majority of the proposed technologies have targeted the design and construction phase. Our findings reveal that addressing the problems of CDW in post-construction has remained an unexplored area. Besides, proposed tools and technologies are mostly lacking in cross-phase insights into the project waste aspects, and are weak in theoretical rigor.

Future studies should consider providing BIM-based technologies, which are supported by the theoretical foundations of managing waste, while moving beyond the design and construction stages. These technologies need to be adaptable across various stages of a project’s life cycle and focus on the smooth transition of data and information throughout all the phases of delivering a project, from its initiation to its operation, maintenance, end-of-life, and afterward. There should be a transition from using the technology offered by BIM as a central source of data for design and construction; indeed, a transition to the concept of digital engineering (DE) is needed [18]. That is, proposed technologies should be enabled by the coalescence of various technological innovations centered around BIM, to facilitate sharing data and information about all the products and components included inbuilt assets beyond project teams; they should act as brokerage systems that link data.
from models to the market, suppliers, manufacturers, and facility managers of buildings, as argued by Wijewickrama et al. [96].

With the above in mind, the study upends the prevailing perception of previous studies, indicating that the body of knowledge on BIM has been heavily technology-oriented, disregarding the socio-economic aspects of BIM in the construction industry. Previous studies have recommended further research on the socio-economic aspects of BIM [19,97]. This study reveals that, although the available BIM literature has been oriented toward technological aspects from a broad perspective, in further exploration, much more research is needed to develop tools and technological point solutions for dealing with some major challenges in the field, like CDW.

Despite the contributions of the paper, some limitations should be acknowledged. First, the number of reviewed studies is relatively small, mostly due to a lack of related studies in the field. Moreover, given the nature of the study as a scoping review, scant attention has been paid to the depth of knowledge on the topic, in the interest of assessing the coverage and breadth of knowledge. Future studies are therefore needed to assess the quality and practicality of the tools and solutions offered in the literature. Moreover, the field needs studies that provide an integrated solution for the problem of CDW, in lieu of offering point solutions for addressing particular aspects.
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